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About This Game

Confrontation Of Flies and Humans

You work as a waiter and lead an uphill battle for your clients. You pushing back the flies from the food, otherwise you'll never
get anything. Maybe are you a hungry insect trying to increase your population? Choose the opposing side. The war is already

underway.

Features

 Up to 10 flies vs. 1 person

 Various weapons to fight the flies

 The growth of flies to a giant size

 Try yourself in the role of waiter
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Really good old FMV game! This and Tesla Effect are a great way to get into the series! I still need to finish the rest of the
games though, but I'll do it before the next game releases.... This is an early review of the game based on limited time so far.
However, since there is only one other review at this time, I thought I would add another viewpoint.

The game's graphics are very nice, although there are one or two textures that still need a little work. The effect of the wind on
the scenery is well done. I also have not experience lag or frame rate issues. So far, the game has proven to be difficult with
respect to trying to determine which items can be eaten without getting food poisoning and every creature is much stronger
when you start; all of which makes the game interesting. The objective of a survivial game is, after all, determining how to
survive.

I am looking forward to seeing how the change of the seasons affects the game; this is a unique aspect compared with most of
the current survival games. In moving around the landscape, it looks like there is an underlying plot that may prove interesting,
but I am not far enough along to know yet how developed the plot is.

In looking through the discussions, the developers appear active and responding to comments which is always an important
aspect of any early access game.

My opinon so far, the game shows strong promise. I am looking forward to playing it more and seeing how it develops.

Update:

Ok, I am a little further along, including having died and restarted a few times :)

The seasons add a very nice aspect to the game. The flooding that occurs is also well done. It is nice that the weather (wind, etc)
affects how cold\/warm you are. Shading under trees and wetness also matters. As the seasons change, the fruit and mushrooms
become scarce, which is a nice aspect. However, it is difficult to gather enough food and not have it go bad prior to the change
of the seasons (which change slowly as you play). I am still working on how to survive this change in the availability of food.
The effects of injury and food poisoning are severe and absolutely must be avoided, which is realistic. Although, in the
beginning, avoiding them while learning the basics, is very challenging, expect to have to restart a few times as you learn the
ropes. There is crafting in the game. Food can be cooked. Weapons, clothing, armor, etc. can be crafted. It is possible to build
buildings, but it takes a fair amount of work to harvest enough supplies (which is also realistic I suppose). The trees seem to
grow (at least they seem to, I have not stayed still and just watched one to be sure that is what is happening).

The game is hard... it is a survival game, so that comes with the territory.

The developers are active, following the discussions, responding to questions\/comments, and are providing updates already.
They also have plans for future development, based on some of the responses.

As far as this survival game compared to the many others in my inventory, this one shows great promise. Certain aspects are still
being deployed, but the aspects that are there are well done. In my opinion, the seasons, the effects of weather on the player, and
the effects of the seasons on the availability of food all make this game unique and well worth adding to the collection.

Second update:

I now have close to 50 hours in on this game. Since the game's release, the developers have remained very active, adding new
content and responding to both suggestions and bugs reports. Since I started playing Crossworlds, I have seen many of the
suggestions made by the community implemented in the game. The crafting system has been further developed with seeds &
garden plots, beds, and other items added. The developers have also responded to the criticisms regarding difficulty, etc. in so
far as several aspects of the game can now be tweeked, depending on the degree of difficulty that you are looking for. The rate
of food consumption and thrist can be altered, the length of the seasons can be changed, as well as several other aspects that
affect game play. Based on responses from the developers, additional parameters will also be adjustable in the near future.
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All in all, this game is continually evolving and the steam community is playing a role in the development, just as all of us are
hoping for when we choose to participate in an alpha release.

If you are looking for a survival game that has several unique traits, this is one well worth looking at. A few of the items that I
have found to be fairly unique include: the seasons change (i.e., leaves appear in the spring and drop in the fall). The snow
builds up on the ground in the winter, it snows and the lakes freezes so that you can walk on them. The rate of food production
for mushrooms, berries, etc. is also season dependent as well as the amount of leaves that you gather from chopping trees. Wind,
rain, wetness, and shade (yes, the shade of a tree) all make a difference in how warm or cold you feel. The water level of the
lake rises and falls due to flooding. Trees actually grow (not just appear as happens in most survival games). Different items
burn at different rates (branches, logs, coal).

Some aspects found in other games that are also in this one: items have durability (although a somewhat unique aspect here is
that durability affects function, i.e., a worn axe does not chop a tree as fast as a new axe), you can build a home, a campfire, a
forge, etc. One interesting aspect of a house though, it makes a difference in the winter if you leave the door open (or don't have
one). Another common aspect, if you run, you use up food and water faster. And many more.

Overall, I highly recommend considering adding this game to your collection if you are considering acquiring an additional
survival game.. Cool game but really frustrating!!. Takes the good parts of good old Gem TD, back from the days of WC3
custom maps, and makes an actual good game out of it.

No luck, pure puzzle-solving.

Definitely worth the purchase!. A simple but fun 3D platformer, where you play as an unnamed avatar you create and go
through 4 levels based off of Looney Tunes and Scooby Doo Themes.

Why we don't play as any of the actual Characters, the world may never know.. Look at the Forum, this game is full of bugs.
And the Dev completely abandoned this game.
It has so much potential!! I want to like it!
But just update the unity engine, this is a very very eary built.
What is this? Unity 4.something?
You cannot close the game. You have to kill it via taskmanager.
It laggs horribly when the music repeats.
It misses combos, etc.
Update the engine and then fix only a very few bugs! That would be enough.
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Total false advertising abounds, there are many mechanical things in this game. EVERYTHING is mechanical, except for some
rocks...and fire, and some sort of little strange raw steaks that act as switches.

Other than the blatant lies of things being “unmechanical”, this game was very fun. It was short, but the visuals were a treat, and
the puzzles were geared to a more casual audience.

You are but a little helicopter man buzzing around the guts of some larger machine; hilarity ensues!. dont recommend. So far,
I've been enjoying it for the ammount of hours I've been playing it. It's pretty addicting for me since i tried the demo. I haven't
really picked up any survival-type games like this before so getting my hands on the demo actually surprised me with how
addicting it was. I ended up playing it for almost a week and a half straight just waiting for the game's release. It runs nicely on
my cheap-ish gaming pc, the difficulty\/learning curve is alright. I like the idea with the way the game handles you dying a lot.
The game it's self is... It's... kind of like The Legend of Zelda meets Don't Starve. And if you like The Legend of Zelda & Don't
Starve, it's worth giving it a try.

Edit: Please do keep in mind, the game is EXTREMELY unforgiving. If you die twice before you can get your stuff back, you
lose everything you had on you.. Fun game, occupies my time, Great for that halloween energy. This game has something that
you do not see often, giant mechs without weapons. Requires great reaction time but still a really fun and cheap game although
possibly in the too hard barsket for me. Defintely worth a look while on sale.. A very fun physics based music sandbox of sorts,
if your a fan of music and like the animusic series this game is a must. I love this game so far. I have wanted to find a game
similair to Diablo, and this is the closest! The graphics are amazing, voicies well chosen, and the creatures and habitats are
amazingly well done. 10\/10!. It's ok. Clearly aimed at 90s teens, but there are some amusing moments.
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